The multidimensional evaluation and treatment of anxiety in children and adolescents: rationale, design, methods and preliminary findings

Abstract
Objective: This study aims to describe the design, methods and sample characteristics of the Multidimensional Evaluation and Treatment of Anxiety in Children and Adolescents—the PROTAIA Project. Method: Students between 10 and 17 years old from all six schools belonging to the catchment area of the Primary Care Unit of Hospital de Clínicas de Porto Alegre were included in the project. It comprises five phases: (1) a community screening phase; (2) a psychiatric diagnostic phase; (3) a multidimensional assessment phase evaluating environmental, neuropsychological, nutritional, and biological factors; (4) a treatment phase, and (5) a translational phase. Results: A total of 2,457 subjects from the community were screened for anxiety disorders. From those who attended the diagnostic interview, we identified 138 individuals with at least one anxiety disorder (apart from specific phobia) and 102 individuals without any anxiety disorder. Among the anxiety cases, generalized anxiety disorder (n = 95; 68.8%), social anxiety disorder (n = 57; 41.3%) and separation anxiety disorder (n = 49; 35.5%) were the most frequent disorders. Conclusion: The PROTAIA Project is a promising research project that can contribute to the knowledge of the relationship between anxiety disorders and anxiety-related phenotypes with several genetic and environmental risk factors.

Descriptors: Anxiety; Phobic disorders; Panic; Epidemiological; Comorbidity

Resumo
Objetivo: o objetivo deste estudo é descrever o desenho, os métodos e as características amostrais da Avaliação Multidimensional e Tratamento da Ansiedade em Crianças e Adolescentes—Projeto PROTAIA. Método: Escolares entre 10 e 17 anos de todas as escolas pertencentes à área de abrangência da unidade de atenção primária do Hospital de Clínicas de Porto Alegre foram incluídos no projeto. O projeto compreende cinco fases: 1) triagem comunitária; 2) diagnóstico psiquiátrico; 3) avaliação multidimensional, incluindo fatores ambientais, neuropsicológicos, nutricionais e marcadores biológicos; 4) tratamento; e 5) fase translacional. Resultados: Um total de 2.457 sujeitos foram triados para transtornos de ansiedade na comunidade. Dos indivíduos que compareceram à avaliação diagnóstica, 138 foram detectados com ao menos um transtorno de ansiedade (excluindo fobia específica) e 102 indivíduos sem nenhum transtorno de ansiedade. Dentre os casos de ansiedade, o transtorno de ansiedade generalizada (n = 95; 68,8%), transtorno de ansiedade social (n = 57; 41,3%) e o transtorno de ansiedade de separação (n = 49; 35,5%) foram os mais frequentes. Conclusão: O projeto PROTAIA é um projeto de pesquisa promissor que pode contribuir para o entendimento da relação entre transtornos de ansiedade e fenótipos relacionados à ansiedade com vários fatores de risco, tanto genéticos quanto ambientais.

Descritores: Ansiedade; Transtornos fóbicos; Pânico; Epidemiologia; Comorbidade
Introduction

Cross-sectional studies have shown that anxiety disorders are the most prevalent psychiatric disorders,1,2 with lifetime inter-quartile range prevalence rates of 9.9 to 16.7% worldwide.1 Childhood and adolescence are the principal risk phases for the development of anxiety symptoms3 with 75% of all anxiety disorders having their onset before the age of 21 and about 50% before age 11. Prospective studies have also shown that 55% of those with a diagnosis of anxiety disorder in adulthood have already had a positive diagnostic assessment at 11 to 15 years of age.2

Different endophenotypes,3 such as behavioral inhibition, neuroticism, anxiety sensitivity, introversion and harm avoidance have been associated with the complexity of anxiety-proneness. Although anxiety can be expressed as a continuum, the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders – fourth revised edition (DSM-IV-TR)6 clinically categorises the following disorders: separation anxiety disorder (SeAD), specific phobias (SP), social anxiety disorder (SoAD), agoraphobia (AG), panic disorder (PD), generalized anxiety disorder (GAD). Obsessive-compulsive disorder and post-traumatic stress disorder are also classified in the anxiety disorders group, according to the current version of the DSM-IV-TR, however, their grouping with the other anxiety disorders is controversial.7-9

The continuous nature of anxiety impairs the longitudinal study of these disorders. Some authors have pointed out that a diagnosis of an anxiety disorder has low stability across the lifespan, with a considerable degree of fluctuation in diagnostic status and a strong tendency to naturally wax and wane over time, particularly among younger groups.10 Despite this, longitudinal studies have demonstrated that a few anxious children and adolescents enter adulthood without any diagnosis. For instance, only 13% of baseline SoAD cases in the Early Developmental Stages of Psychopathology were free of any diagnosis during the 10-year follow-up; 35% reported the same disorder and 64% reported the presence of another anxiety disorder or depression.11 It seems that there is a heterotypic continuity across time or a sequential comorbid pattern.12,13

These fluctuating patterns across the lifespan are best understood from a developmental perspective. Genes and environmental factors have several ways to interplay in order to change neural substrate, human behaviors and emotions. A variety of developmental progressions can arise from the same set of risk and protective factors which may result either in a particular disorder (equifinality), or differing outcomes (multifinality).14 These influences can be observed even later in life.15

Taking this into consideration, a challenging task is to establish specific risk factors for anxiety disorders. Low socioeconomic status, poor parenting style, parental psychopathology, childhood maltreatment, and life events3 have already been implicated in the development of anxiety disorders. However, the complex relationship between these risk factors, genetic factors and phenotypic presentations is poorly understood. In addition, few studies have evaluated other factors intimately related to anxiety, such as diet, food intake and their consequences16 or investigated evidence-based cognitive behavioral manuals for treating anxiety disorders in low and middle income countries (LMIC).

The objective of this article is to briefly describe the multi-stage design, the methods and to present preliminary findings of the Multidimensional Evaluation and Treatment of Anxiety in Children and Adolescents – the PROTAIA Project.

Method

The PROTAIA (Anxiety Disorders Program for Child and Adolescent Psychiatry) is an emerging program at the Hospital de Clínicas de Porto Alegre – Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul (HCPA-UFRGS) that aims to study anxiety disorders using a comprehensive, research-based perspective to conduct a multidisciplinary project. In this collaborative project there are many hypotheses established on an a priori basis being tested under several theoretical approaches. It has an exploratory nature in order to generate hypotheses to be confirmed in larger samples. This prolific new working group comprises psychiatrists, child and adolescent psychiatrists, pediatricians, speech therapists, nurses, therapists, psychologists, molecular biologists, experimental researchers and nutritionists.

1. Phases of the PROTAIA Project

The starting point of the PROTAIA Project is the Community Screening Phase, in which all children and adolescents between 10 and 17 years of age from the six schools belonging to the Primary Care Unit of HCPA catchment area were invited to participate. A screening scale for anxiety disorders (Screen for Child and Anxiety Related Emotional Disorders - SCARED) and other instruments were administered to all students that agreed to participate. The cross-sectional design as a starting point for this study has three main objectives: (1) to screen for anxiety disorders in the community; (2) to provide data for validation of clinical scales and normative scores; and (3) to identify subjects with high probability of having anxiety disorders and a community control group from the same population for subsequent projects.

The second step, directly related to the Community Screening Phase, is the Diagnostic Phase. In this phase all subjects above the 75th percentile in the screening scale (SCARED)17,18 and their parents were invited to undergo a diagnostic clinical interview and a structured clinical interview (K-SADS-PL) with psychiatrists, based on a DSM-IV structured interview. Additionally, a random sample of controls equally distributed in the other three quartiles of the SCARED was invited to participate in the psychiatric evaluation. The two main objectives of this step are: (1) to estimate prevalence rates of anxiety disorders in the regional population and (2) to define a community sample of cases with anxiety and a control sample of subjects without anxiety from the same population.

The third step, also associated with the previous steps, is the Multidimensional Evaluations Phase. In this phase, nutritional, obstetric and pediatric history was assessed and metabolic
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and neuropsychological tests were performed. Moreover, we evaluated genetics from family trios, environmental measures associated with stress (e.g., bullying, peer victimization, parental bonding, childhood trauma, family functioning, etc.), parental psychopathology, endophenotypic measures from children, adolescents and their parents, as well as measures of quality of life. This assessment was performed in sub-samples in order to allow exploratory analysis and to study different hypotheses defined a priori based on the literature. The main objective of this phase is to provide a large dataset of measures in order to better understand the complexity of and the relationship between anxiety symptoms and disorders with genetic and environmental factors.

The fourth step is the Treatment Phase. Since there is no validated protocol to treat young patients with anxiety disorders in Brazil, a group of therapists with large experience in Cognitive Behavior Group Therapy (CBGT) developed a manual of CBGT based on the most used foreign manuals to date.\textsuperscript{19-21} The main objective of this phase is to develop a new manual, based on the previous ones, in order to treat internalizing disorders in-group as an alternative approach to public health strategies in Psychiatry.

The fifth step is the Translational Phase. PROTAIA also serves as a base for the development of translational models in experimental animal research, aiming to clarify the possible mechanisms involved in the human findings.

2. Training

1) Community phase training

The community phase was carried out in three stages: (1) June 2008 (for the biggest school included); (2) November 2008 (for the second biggest school included) and (3) April 2009 for the remaining schools. The community study was performed in three different stages in order to provide an optimal time between screening evaluation and diagnostic assessment.

Twelve research assistants were trained over two days to administer the research protocol to 10 to 17 year old children and adolescents. Training involved instructions regarding “what to do” and “what to answer” during school-administered self-rated protocols and to assess accurate information about truancy, school transfer and school dropout with the teachers and directors. Training also involved a pilot study in a non-participant school with 85 students.

2) Diagnostic evaluation training and inter-rater reliability

Diagnostic assessment was performed between August 2008 and December 2009, by Psychiatry residents (n = 4), psychiatrists (n = 1) and child and adolescent psychiatrists (n = 4) under the supervision of a senior psychiatrist (GGM). All interviewers had undergone a K-SADS-PL training process for one month that consisted of four phases: (1) 4 seminars of 2 hours each about the structure and diagnostic criteria of the instrument, conducted by two child and adolescent psychiatrists (AGT and LRI) and a highly trained researcher with an experience of more than 100 K-SADS-PL interviews (CK); (2) observation of 5 K-SADS-PL interviews, in vivo, performed by a senior interviewer; (3) administration of the K-SADS-PL in 2 patients by the trainees under the supervision of a trained interviewer; (4) pair by pair factorial combination of each interviewer (i.e., at least two interviews with every interviewer). Decisions over final diagnoses were reached in a clinical committee (whenever necessary), conducted by child and adolescent psychiatrists with clinical experience (LRI and AGT) and a senior psychiatrist (GGM).

Inter-rater reliability was achieved by watching and rating 16 DVD K-SADS-PL interviews with child and adolescent patients and healthy controls. Inter-rater reliability resulted in a kappa-value of 0.932 for the anxiety disorders module. Regarding the presence of a specific anxiety disorder, the research assistants reached a kappa value of 1.00 for PD, GAD and ScAD; a kappa value of 0.917 for SoAD and 0.873 for SP.

The subjects were invited to undergo clinical evaluation by phone. A loss of contact was defined after 5 calls over 5 different days, at different times of day.

3) Nutritional and body composition evaluation

All researchers involved in the evaluation of nutritional and body composition were trained for 40 hours in the study of anthropometric techniques and bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA), the study of the tools to collect and record data and the study of the ethical aspects of research. Afterwards, trainees were shown how to handle the calibration of the scale, stadiometer, calipers, BIA and software analysis of macro and micronutrients; they followed this by training the nutritional measurements and procedures to a pilot group of children and adolescents.

3. Clinical evaluations and rating scales in the PROTAIA Project

In order to elicit new research collaboration, we decided to publish the research protocol used in this project.

1) Psychiatric scales

Both validated and non-validated scales were used in the PROTAIA protocol. Since there are few validated instruments in child and adolescent Psychiatry, non-validated scales were subjected to a process of transcultural adaptation that consisted of two translations followed by the evaluation of the revised translated version by a group of experts and focus groups. One of the objectives of the PROTAIA project is to validate psychiatric scales. Tables 1 and 2 provide an overview of the psychiatric scales used in the community and diagnostic phases.

In the community phase, the self-rated instruments were administered in school classes with careful supervision of the research assistants. Random scales were administered using a systematically random process involving an “S” distribution of questionnaires (in order to avoid bias related to the seating places in the classroom), in a ratio of 1 questionnaire per 6 students in the June/2008 data collection and 1 questionnaire per 5 in the August/2008 and April/2009 data collections. In the multidimensional evaluation phase, the self-rated instruments were delivered in manila envelopes after the diagnostic assessment and were collected at the school.

c) The Screening Scale

The SCARED scale is a 41-item broad screening instrument
which offers a self- and a parent-report version. This instrument has four subscales that were developed on the basis of the DSM-IV classification of anxiety disorders (panic disorder, generalized anxiety disorder, separation anxiety disorder and social anxiety disorder) and a fifth subscale (school anxiety) that represents a common anxiety problem in children and adolescents. A recent meta-analysis evaluating the cross-cultural psychometrics of SCARED suggested that this scale has robust psychometric properties demonstrating good internal consistency, test-retest reliability, parent-child correlation, convergent and discriminant validity.

2) Nutritional evaluation

Anthropometric measurements were performed in duplicate and taken by using standard techniques and calibrated equipment. Body weight was measured with portable digital electronic balance (Marte®), (Marte, SR Sapucaí, MG, Brazil), and height with an extensible portable stadiometer (Alturexata, BH, MG, Brazil). Arm circumference and waist circumference were measured with a tape measure (Sanny, SBC, SP, Brazil). The subscapular and triceps skinfolds were measured using a caliper (Cescorf, Porto Alegre, RS, Brazil). The sexual maturation stage was determined by a self-assessment, according to Tanner's criteria.

The assessment of the body composition was measured by bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA) (Biodynamics-450, Seattle, WA, EUA). Physical activity was assessed based on 3-day physical activity records (PAR24h). Levels of regular physical activity were determined by means of a self-report instrument which provided an estimate of energy expenditure and time spent in different activities.

Food intake estimates were made using 24-h food records and by a food frequency questionnaire for adolescents (AFFQ), with the aid of a food and utensils photo album. The quantitative analysis of macro- and micronutrients consumed was calculated with the use of NutriBase® software (Version NB7 Network) (Phoenix, AZ, USD).

3) Neuropsychological evaluation

In addition to the above assessments, a sub-sample of cases and controls were evaluated through neuropsychological tests. The neuropsychological battery is presented in Table 4 and was performed in three 40-minute weekly sessions at school. Sixty-eight children were assessed (41 with a current anxiety diagnosis and 27 controls without current anxiety diagnosis). The sexual maturation stage was determined by a self-assessment, according to Tanner's criteria.

The assessment of the body composition was measured by bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA) (Biodynamics-450, Seattle, WA, EUA). Physical activity was assessed based on 3-day physical activity records (PAR24h). The levels of regular physical activity were determined by means of a self-report instrument which provided an estimate of energy expenditure and time spent in different activities.

Food intake estimates were made using 24-h food records and by a food frequency questionnaire for adolescents (AFFQ), with the aid of a food and utensils photo album. The quantitative analysis of macro- and micronutrients consumed was calculated with the use of NutriBase® software (Version NB7 Network) (Phoenix, AZ, USD).

Table 1 – Self-rated Instruments used in the community phase by scholars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community phase</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Validated in Brazil</th>
<th>Construct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Sociodemographic questionnaire</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Socio-demographic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Screen for Children and Adolescent Emotional Related Disorders - Child version (SCARED-C)</td>
<td>All (n = 2457)</td>
<td>No*</td>
<td>Anxiety symptoms according to DSM-IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Olweus questions to assess Bullying6, 18</td>
<td>All (n = 2478)</td>
<td>No*</td>
<td>Bullying in general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ) 19, 20</td>
<td>Random (n = 475)</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>Difficulties related to emotional problems, conduct problems, hyperactivity/inattention, peer relationship problems and prosocial behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Multidimensional Anxiety Scale for Children (MASC)</td>
<td>Random (n = 459)</td>
<td>No**</td>
<td>Anxiety according with some constructs of DSM-IV and alternative phenotypes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Childhood Depression Inventory (CDI)21</td>
<td>Random (n = 454)</td>
<td>Yes22, 23</td>
<td>Depression according to DSM-IV and Suicide Ideation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Youth Quality of Life (YQOL)24, 25</td>
<td>Random (n = 419)</td>
<td>No**</td>
<td>Quality of life in children and adolescents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Childhood Anxiety Sensitivity Index (CASI)26</td>
<td>Random (n = 158)</td>
<td>No*</td>
<td>Anxiety Sensitivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Peer Interaction for the Primary School (PIPS)27</td>
<td>Random (n = 157)</td>
<td>No*</td>
<td>School Bullying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Retrospective Self-report of Inhibition (RSRI)29 – adapted for children and adolescents30</td>
<td>Random (n = 454)</td>
<td>No**</td>
<td>Behavioral Inhibition for adults adapted in order to measure current inhibition in the scholars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Childhood Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ)31</td>
<td>Random (n = 307)</td>
<td>Yes61</td>
<td>Traumatic experiences in a retrospective basis (abuse and neglect – emotional, physical and sexual)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Resilience Scale (RES)32</td>
<td>Random (n = 244)</td>
<td>Yes61</td>
<td>Resilience construct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Alcohol, Smoking and Substance Involvement Screening Test (ASSIST)33</td>
<td>Random (n = 235)</td>
<td>Yes61</td>
<td>Screening test for alcohol, smoking and substance use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Validation information: * Cross-cultural adaptation for the purposes of PROTAIA project; ** Scales with complete translational process, but without validation studies in the country; *** Scales adapted from adults to children and adolescents.

Note. 1 Only used in April 2009 data collection (systematically random in 1 from each 5 students); 2 Only used in April 2009 data collection (for all students); 3 Only used in August 2008 (systematically random in 1 from each 5 students) and April 2009 data collection (systematically random in 1 from each 5 students); 4 Only used in June 2008 (systematically random in 1 from each 6 students) and August 2008 data collection (systematically random in 1 from each 5 students); 5 Only used in June 2008 data collection (systematically random in 1 from each 6 students).
| Table 2 – Instruments used in the diagnostic phase and multidimensional evaluation phase |
|--------------------------------------|----------------------|-----------------------------|------------------|
| **Community phase**                  | **Participants** (Valid sample size) | **Validated in Brazil** | **Construct** |
| Salum GA et al.                      | 185 – 46 | Revista Brasileira de Psiquiatria – vol 33 – nº 2 – jun2011 | |
| Clinical Interview with the primary caretaker and with the children or adolescents | All selected and that accepted participation (n = 240) | In process of validation | Diagnostic interview according to DSM-IV |
| Self-rated instruments rated by the mother and father about their child | All selected that return self-rated questionnaires (n = 132) | No* | Anxiety symptoms according to DSM-IV |
| Self-rated instruments rated by the mother and father about themselves | All selected that return self-rated questionnaires (n = 132) | No* | Anxiety symptoms of parents when they were at the same age of the index child according to DSM-IV |
| Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI)* | Yes68 | General anxious Symptoms |
| Beck Depression Inventory (BDI)* | Yes70-71 | General depressive Symptoms |
| Harm Avoidance and Novelty Seeking scales of Temperament and Character Inventory (TCI)* | All selected that return self-rated questionnaires (n = 128) | No* | Temperament |
| Retrospective Self-report of Inhibition (RSRI)* | All selected that return self-rated questionnaires (n = 131) | No | Retrospective behavioral inhibition |
| Family Environment Scale (FES)* | Yes74 | Family Functioning |
| Self-rated instruments rated by the child and his/her sibling (Full evaluation) | All selected that return self-rated questionnaires (n = 57) | No* | Anxiety symptoms according to DSM-IV |
| Screen for Children and Adolescent Emotional Related Disorders – Child version (SCARED-C)* | All selected that return self-rated questionnaires (n = 57) | Yes53 | Difficulties related to emotional problems, conduct problems, hyperactivity/inattention, peer relationship problems and prosocial behavior |
| Multidimensional Anxiety Scale for Children (MASC)* | All selected that return self-rated questionnaires (n = 57) | No** | Anxiety according with some constructs of DSM-IV and alternative phenotypes |
| Childhood Depression Inventory (CDI)* | All selected that return self-rated questionnaires (n = 57) | Yes51-55 | Depressive symptoms and Suicide Ideation |
| Quality of Life (YQOL)* | All selected that return self-rated questionnaires (n = 57) | No** | Quality of life in children and adolescents |
| Retrospective Self-report of Inhibition (RSRI)* | All selected that return self-rated questionnaires and have less than 14 years old (n = 57) | No** | Behavioral Inhibition for adults adapted in order to measure current inhibition in the scholar |
| Harm Avoidance and Novelty Seeking scales of Temperament and Character Inventory (TCI)* | All selected that return self-rated questionnaires and have age higher than 14 years old (n = 57) | Yes7 | Temperament evaluation |
| Childhood Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ)* | All selected that return self-rated questionnaires (n = 57) | Yes60 | Traumatic experiences on a retrospective basis (abuse and neglect – emotional, physical and sexual) |
| Parental Bonding Instrument (PBI)* | All selected that return self-rated questionnaires (n = 57) | Yes73 | Bonding patterns of care, overprotection and authoritarianism |

**Validation information:** * Cross-cultural adaptation for the purposes of PROTAIA project; ** Scales with complete translational process, but without validation studies; *** Scales adapted from adults to children and adolescents; † Only the TCI-revised version is validated in Brazil, but this version was not available at the time of protocol elaboration and data collection in 2007/2008 and therefore another version was used with previous investigation in anxiety disorders was used. ‡ Note: The sibling with the least age difference related to the index child.
4) DNA extraction and genotyping

DNA was extracted from saliva using the Oragene® DNA Self-collection kit (DNA Genotek) according to the manufacturer's instructions. The biological sample was collected from the participants and their parents. When one of the parents was unavailable, the biological sibling with the least age difference available at the time was invited to participate in the study. The DNA samples were stored at -4°C and the amplification of the region of interest was performed by Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR), using reported primers, followed by digestion with specific restriction enzymes (RFLP). The digested products were submitted to 3% agarose gel electrophoresis and visualized with ethidium bromide staining under UV light.

5) Blood sample collection and storage

Blood collection was performed in the outpatient research clinic of the HCPA. The adolescents arrived at the center in the morning (between 7 and 10 am) accompanied by the legal guardian, having fasted for 10 to 12 hours. Three tubes containing 4.5 ml of blood samples were obtained by venipuncture and transported immediately in ice boxes to the Clinical Pathology laboratory for analysis of glucose, TSH, total cholesterol, HDL, triglycerides and insulin. Two other samples were stored for future molecular and hormonal studies: total blood in EDTA tubes, stored at -20°C, and serum (separated from the other blood components after centrifugation for 5 minutes at 4,500 rpm) stored at -80°C in the Protein and Molecular Analysis Laboratory.

4. Cognitive behavior therapy protocol development

Four therapists (two clinical psychologists and two psychiatrists) supervised by researchers with a minimum of 10 years' experience in CBT developed a treatment protocol for children and adolescents with anxiety disorders based on the Coping Cat – Workbook (19, 20), FRIENDS Programme21 and personal experience, taking into consideration particular cultural issues.

---

**Table 3 - Nutritional, body composition and metabolic evaluation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Validated in Brazil</th>
<th>Construct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The 24-hour food records (FR24h)⁷</td>
<td>Participants of Nutritional and Body Composition evaluation</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Food intake of the Macronutrients and micronutrients / feeding behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Food frequency questionnaire for adolescents (AFFQ)¹</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. 3-day physical activity record (PAR24h)²</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes⁶</td>
<td>Physical activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Self-assessment of sexual maturation stage³</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes⁶</td>
<td>Sexual maturation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Anthropometric assessment and bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA)⁶⁰</td>
<td></td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Weight (W), stature (S), arm circumference (AC), waist circumference (WC), tricipital skinfolds (TSF), subscapular skinfolds (SSF) and bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Biochemical indicators⁷</td>
<td>All selected that accepted participation with collection of biological material through blood samples</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Glycemia, total cholesterol, high-density lipoproteins (HDL-c), low-density lipoprotein (LDL-c), triglycerides (TG), thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH), hormones insulin, and Homeostasis Model Assessment (HOMA)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N/A, Not applicable

---

**Table 4 - Neuropsychological tests**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Neuropsychologic tests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Intelligence</td>
<td>Selected case-controls</td>
<td>Wechsler Abbreviate Scale of Intelligence– WASI⁷⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Working memory</td>
<td>Selected case-controls</td>
<td>Digit Verbal Span¹⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Attention</td>
<td>Selected case-controls</td>
<td>Trail Making Test – A and B⁵⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Mental flexibility</td>
<td>Selected case-controls</td>
<td>Wisconsin Card Sorting Task (WCST)⁵⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Memory and planning</td>
<td>Selected case-controls</td>
<td>WMS-R – Wechsler Memory Scale – Revised – Logic memory⁷⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Emotional processing</td>
<td>Selected case-controls</td>
<td>The Rey Complex Figure⁶⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RAVLT – Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test⁸⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Labeling Pictures of Facial Affection (PFOA) / Ekman⁸⁶</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The Wechsler Abbreviate Scale of Intelligence– WASI is currently being validated. The version used in this project was the same used in the validation procedure provided by the validation team.
Due to the different developmental characteristics of individuals between 10 to 17 years, the treatment was stratified into two age groups: children from 10 to 13 years, and adolescents from 14 to 17 years. The final CBT protocol was tested in a pilot group and was administered in group format (6 to 10 patients per group), limited to 14 90-minute sessions (10 to 13 years) and 12 90-minute sessions (14 to 17 years), over 4 months. In brief, the four main elements of CBT were: (1) the recognition and description of the physical symptoms of anxiety, (2) the recognition and modification of thoughts that contribute to their anxious experiences (negative self-talk), (3) the development of a plan (confrontation strategies) to deal with the situations which cause anxiety, and (4) performance evaluation and the choice of self-reward. Although the treatment was focused on the child or adolescent, two psychoeducational sessions (one in the middle and another at the end) with parents were included.

5. Data entry
Double entry of the data was performed item-by-item generating more than 3,000 core variables. Paper questionnaires were checked if discrepancies between the two entries were found. In general, replacement of missing values with the linear trend of a point were allowed if missing values item by item did not reach more than 2% of the total sample. Clinical characteristics of the sample that attended diagnostic assessment are depicted in Table 5.

The epidemiological design was intended to adjust for complex samples adjusting for oversampling in the upper quartile. However, unfortunately, males were less likely to attend the diagnostic evaluation than females. Out of those selected for diagnostic evaluation, 60%, 44%, 18% and 16% of males and 75%, 73%, 48%, and 20% of females, in each quartile respectively, attended the diagnostic evaluation. Therefore, the male:female ratio regarding selection in and attendance of the diagnostic phase became unbalanced in each of the quartiles not favoring the weighting in the cross-sectional oversampling design.

On the other hand, the selection based on the 75th percentile of the screening scale increased the number of anxious cases in our sample between 3 and 8 times as compared to the sample below the arbitrary threshold, allowing comparisons between cases and controls selected from this community sample. Between those with a positive lifetime diagnosis for anxiety disorders 95 (68.8%) had GAD, 57 (41.3%) had SoAD, 49 (35.5%) had SeAD and 9 (6.5%) had PD.

A sub-analysis undertaken only by the psychiatrists blinded to the screening results in randomly selected subjects equally distributed into the four quartiles of SCARED, revealed that SCARED has good predictive characteristics of lifetime anxiety diagnosis as a group as compared to psychiatric diagnosis using K-SADS-PL (area under the curve = 0.739; CI95% 0.651-0.826; p < 0.001; n = 119). However, the 75th percentile has demonstrated low sensitivity (50%) and high specificity (81%) for case detection and, therefore, it is possible that severe cases of anxiety disorder are over-represented in this sample.

Although we have demonstrated high rates of comorbidity between anxiety diagnoses, out of the 15 possible presence/absence combinations between SeAD, GAD, SoAD and PD in patients with at least one anxiety disorder, the diagnosis of GAD was the most frequent condition (30.4%; n = 42), followed by SoAD (14.5%; n = 20) and SeAD (12.3%; n = 17) without any other anxiety disorder comorbidity. PD was the only anxiety disorder diagnosis more common in comorbidity with other anxiety disorders (3.5%; n = 5) than without comorbidity (2.2%; n = 3) in our sample. Regarding comorbid combinations, GAD with SoAD had the highest rate (15.2%; n=21) followed by SeAD and GAD (10.9%; n = 15), and the comorbidity between these three conditions, SoAD, SeAD and GAD (8.7%; n = 12). Further combinations did not reach more than 2% of the total sample. These results can be seen in Figure 2.

There were no associations between having at least one anxiety disorder with non-anxious psychiatric comorbidities considering the negative screening sample (all p-value > 0.05), except for specific phobia (OR = 3.68; CI95% 1.37-9.92; p = 0.012). On the other hand, there was an association between having at least one anxiety disorder and major depression (OR = 3.23; CI95% 1.17-8.91; p = 0.022) and between having at least one anxiety disorder and specific phobia (OR = 7.45; CI95% 2.75-20.22; p <
Figure 1 - Flow diagram of subjects enrolled.
0.001) among those from the positive screening sample. Gender, age and socio-economic status did not differ between anxious and non-anxious groups (all p-values > 0.05) in both positive and randomly negative screening samples. These results are depicted in Table 5.

**Discussion**

The PROTAIA Project is an example of a planned multidisciplinary project with different dimensional types of assessment. It involves several types of evaluation with a careful methodological approach, through which we were able to identify 138 cases of anxiety disorders. This report aims to describe our research protocol and the preliminary results.

We were able to successfully increase the number of anxious cases in our sample with the use of the 75th percentile of the SCARED oversampling procedure. However, since ROC analysis reveal a low sensitivity, it is possible that severe cases are over-represented. Another study that used a similar selection procedure selecting the top 15% most anxious (high anxious) on SCARED and ± 2 points on SCARED from the median score (median anxious) was also able to increase the number of anxious cases using this screening method.32

The most common anxiety disorder found in our sample was GAD, followed by SoAD and SeAD. In one epidemiological study restricted to school children between 7 and 14 years old in one southeast Brazilian city, not otherwise specified anxiety was the most prevalent disorder (2.1%) followed by SeAD (1.4%), SoAD (0.7%) and GAD (0.4%).33 In addition, in another well-designed epidemiological study of adolescents (13 to 18 year old children), higher prevalences of SoAD (9.1%) and SeAD (7.6%) were found compared to GAD (2.2%).34 Studies that used similar designs using SCARED as a screening method also find SoAD and SeAD (prevalence rates within high anxious individuals: 21% and 16%, respectively) to be more prevalent than GAD (15%).32

We believe that differences in frequency rates between these diagnoses can be attributed to different diagnostic instruments, differences in attendance of diagnostic interviews (the lower rates of attendance in our study can decrease the prevalence of disorders with a higher phobic and avoidant component such as SoAD and SeAD). Additionally, we cannot rule out that these differences are not due to SCARED.

Like other studies,33 our results demonstrated an association between anxiety disorders and major depression once these two conditions consistently are classified as internalizing disorders.35 We observed neither an association between ODD and CD, as indicated by some studies33 nor between anxiety and ADHD.36

The comorbidity patterns regarding internalizing and externalizing disorders are still controversial in epidemiological studies. This may be due to differences between shared and non-shared genetic and environmental risk factors as well as differences in the diagnostic process used. Moreover, the oversampling procedure and differential sex attendance to the diagnostic evaluation in our study may be responsible for our findings.

Furthermore, our sample is composed of a high number of cases of ADHD (n = 63) and ODD (n = 38) in both positive and randomly selected negative screening. Assuming an independent
The relation between ADHD and SCARED scores, the estimated prevalence of lifetime ADHD in our sample would be 23%, greatly exceeding the worldwide estimated prevalence of 5%. Therefore, it seems that our sample has a larger number of individuals seeking treatment for ADHD (as well as ODD) unbalancing the case numbers that attended diagnostic assessment.

There were no differences between anxious and non-anxious groups in terms of age, gender and socioeconomic status. The association between anxiety disorders and socioeconomic characteristics is controversial: although there is some evidence favoring a positive association, there are studies suggesting more complex relationships between poverty and mental disorders. Females are twice as likely as males to develop anxiety disorders, however some studies have shown that this sex difference, with respect to prevalence, is small in childhood and increases with age.

Small- to medium-sized research centers frequently delineate research projects that aim to address one specific research question. Although this design brings some advantages (e.g. a more specific control for confounders, for example), it generally results in a lonely.
process of scientific exploration, is very expensive and does not provide data for testing further hypotheses of a complex phenomenon such as psychiatric disorders. Therefore, a collaborative work that considers different theoretical approaches is a notable advantage.

A randomized clinical trial (RCT) followed by evaluations of treated cases was planned in the PROTAIA project in order to evaluate treatment efficacy with previously tested medication. However, due to the low participation rate of the subjects in the clinical evaluations, even after several attempts to make contact, this treatment research plan could not be implemented. This situation reflects one of the difficulties in carrying out research in community settings, especially concerning anxiety disorders. Although anxiety disorders are responsible for disability and suffering, few subjects agreed to participate in the study, in which CBGT was offered at no cost.

The development of validated and effective techniques of group CBT is needed, especially when looking from a public health perspective. Very few studies have been published in the country evaluating the effectiveness of psychotherapeutic approaches in childhood. If these protocols prove their effectiveness, CBT could have a major role in the treatment of anxious children and adolescents in the public health system. Research in this area is essential given that protocols from other parts of the world without any type of cultural adaptation are unlikely to be effective for the Brazilian population. It is known that strategies for coping with anxiety disorders are very dependent on the cultural environment.

The whole design of our protocol has some limitations. First, study participation in the diagnostic phase was low compromising some of the clinical profile of our sample. It was thought that perhaps more phobic subjects were less likely to attend the diagnostic interview. Second, 75th percentile has shown a low sensitivity and therefore more severe cases of anxiety could be over-represented in our sample since prevalence rates could not be adjusted for complex samples. Third, the method of selection using the SCARED is intrinsically related to scale performance and this scale is under the process of validation. However, there are no reliable scales to measure this specific construct of anxiety disorders for the Brazilian population. Otherwise, this is the first study (to the authors’ knowledge) to evaluate a sample specifically in order to investigate symptoms of anxiety disorders in a Brazilian population with a probabilistic care, and to include several other clinical, nutritional and biological measures.

**Conclusion**

Future perspectives for the PROTAIA group include a neuroimaging study and the inclusion of inflammatory and biological markers in the blood samples. In addition, this paper aims to describe the preliminary results as well as to allow research collaboration with other emerging groups that share research interests and similar research protocols. The PROTAIA Project is a promising research project that can contribute to the knowledge of the relationship between anxiety disorders and anxiety-related phenotypes with several genetic and environmental risk factors.
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